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ABSTRACT Recently, the increasing demand to transfer data through the Internet has pushed the Internet
infrastructure to the final edge of the ability of these networks. This high demand causes a deficiency of rapid
response to emergencies and disasters to control or reduce the devastating effects of these disasters. As one of
the main cornerstones to address the data traffic forwarding issue, the Internet networks need to impose the
highest priority on the special networks: Security, Health, and Emergency (SHE) data traffic. These networks
work in closed and private domains to serve a group of users for specific tasks. Our novel proposed network
flow priority management based on ML and SDN fulfills high control to give the required flow priority to
SHE data traffic. The proposal relies on selected header bits from the traffic class field of a packet using the
ML to prioritize traffic flows according to the precedence levels by governing the Differentiated Services
Code Point (DSCP) bits in keeping with network administrator policies. The proposed network has been
evaluated and performed utilizing theMATLAB platform and theMininet simulator. The results of extensive
testing show enhancement by applying our forcing priority algorithm obtained an efficient reduction in
queuing delay and lost packets. The average waiting time in queue was reduced by around 61%, and the
lost packets hit 0.005% when adopting the SDN-based ML network traffic priority management.

15 INDEX TERMS AI, DSCP, packet header, precedence level, SDN.

I. INTRODUCTION16

Nowadays, the world is experiencing natural terrible changes17

and challenges besides terrorist threats. In order to prevent18

or at least reduce the destructive effects of these disasters,19

world countries need reliable and trusted communication net-20

works. Such special networks will help in saving the people21

and the country’s national security. Therefore, these special22

networks have the highest traffic priority to ensure speed23

response by responsible humans. To enable the forward-24

ing of Security, Health, and Emergency (SHE)’s data traffic25

over Internet networks, this data traffic must be deported26

and transferred through public telecommunication networks.27

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Qingli Li .

This process requires that communication networks include 28

diverse and modern technologies such as Machine Learning 29

(ML), Artificial Intelligence (AI) [1], and Software-Defined 30

Networking (SDN) to attain the highest performance of these 31

networks [2]. To guarantee efficient data transferring of SHE 32

networks across the public Internet links, that needs to dedi- 33

cate the highest priority for this data if these special networks 34

fail in the wake of severe risks. 35

The term ‘‘special networks’’ in this paper indicates that 36

networks connect their users within a private and authenti- 37

cated login to communicate with each other in close domain 38

networks. As examples of such networks are Ad hoc [3], 39

security or police, cellular, and health networks. However, 40

some of these networks are considered confidential, secretive, 41

and not available for public use. Therefore, there is restricted 42
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information for research about some of the special networks,43

i.e., not many references are available. On the other hand, all44

the traffic data of these networks can be processed and for-45

warded within packets that pass over Internet infrastructures.46

SHE networks can exist in two structures: Based stationary47

infrastructures and Non-stationary infrastructure networks.48

The stationary infrastructure depends on a fixed groundwork,49

where links route the data traffic to a base station within50

predefined paths. It is relatively expensive and cannot be51

applied in hostile conditions such as proactive catastrophes52

handling applications (abnormal weather forecasting, earth53

quacks, volcano). While, the non-stationary network does not54

depend on fixed network devices, i.e., wireless infrastruc-55

ture networks such as Ad-hoc, security, and health networks.56

These networks rely on a closed domain structure where the57

users can only communicate efficiently within this domain.58

In the case of failure of the non-stationary networks, they59

could use the Internet links to deliver information but without60

high priority for their data traffic. To solve the issue of the pri-61

ority of data forwarding over Internet links; this data should62

take the highest priority by network devices for emergency63

routing.64

Our contribution aims to enhance packets traffic forward-65

ing based on SDN and ML in case of failure of the SHE net-66

work through the Internet. We propose novel traffic priority67

management, the novelty of our proposal relies on selecting68

specific header bits from the traffic class field rather than69

checking the whole header bits (320bit). Selecting header70

bits depends on which one of SHE traffic should be with71

the highest priority. Controlling the differentiated service and72

assured forwarding bits in a packet header field forces desired73

priority for specific traffic. The proposal relies on selected74

header bits from the traffic class field of a packet using the75

ML to prioritize traffic flows according to the precedence76

levels by governing the Differentiated Services Code Point77

(DSCP) bits in keeping with network administrator policies.78

The trafficmanagement based on selected bit shows improve-79

ments in several aspects, such as processing time delay, con-80

suming power, and reducing the burden on the server. The rest81

of the paper is organized as background and related works82

in section II, the proposed network is described in section83

III. The SDN controller and the OpenFlow Switch (OFS) are84

exhibited in section IV, in section V, forced flow priority85

control is presented. Simulation and performance evaluation86

are explained in section VI.87

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS88

In the last two decades, numerous study institutes focused89

on in-depth research on packet engineering for different net-90

work technologies and topologies. A series of fulfillment has91

been performed in forwarding and routing protocols, net-92

work traffic classification, and Quality of Service (QoS) [4],93

[5], [6]. In [7], they presented an ML approach to optimize94

network performance and attain optimal energy efficiency95

by applying a Q-learning algorithm. To guarantee the QoS96

acquainted with a secure routing protocol, Guo et al., pro-97

posed a deep-reinforcement algorithm that relies on history 98

traffic requests by interacting with the underlying network 99

circumstances and dynamically optimizing the routing guide- 100

line [8]. The emergence of ML presents a modern method- 101

ology for data traffic classification. The ML mechanism 102

requires extracting the features of the data. The processed 103

data compares to the earlier knowledge available to the 104

trainer, which usually considers the form of analyzing data 105

collected and transferred to the classifier to manage data 106

classification. The authors of [9] used different ML algo- 107

rithms for the accurate traffic classification of mobile appli- 108

cations. Also, the classified traffic flows of each application 109

were controlled by the QoS by applying the SDN controller. 110

In [10], They used Internet protocol autonomous system 111

inquiry based on deep packet inspection and ML technique 112

for traffic classification. They obtained a fast and acceptable 113

flow classification for diverse kinds of traffics. 114

The SDN technology emerged to overcome the diverse 115

kinds of network devices produced by many different com- 116

panies. The SDN architecture relies on separation the data 117

layer from the control layer. In the SDN scene, the con- 118

trol packets do not use the conventional IP routing alone, 119

but they could employ various mechanisms and algorithms 120

according to the task to be executed by the algorithm [11]. 121

Moeyersons et al., proposed an executable SDN to ensure the 122

bandwidth required for emergency traffic flows in online and 123

offline cases. The online model suggested repeated recalcula- 124

tions as the best solution for all demanded flows. The offline 125

approach allows for problem optimization for a set of flows, 126

but it is computationally costly, particularly a variant where 127

the streams can be split across parallel paths [12]. Authors 128

in [13] presented a mechanism for bandwidth guaranteed by 129

applying a prioritization method to determine the absolute 130

packets flow priority. The geospatial streams are mapped into 131

segments with various QoS levels. 132

The rising of using AI in communication networks 133

transforms network management into a cognitive manner 134

to forward data packets. Where a network can self-react 135

and self-adapt to improving statuses with minimum man- 136

work efforts. The QoS for traffic identification by Using 137

ML and DPI in SDN has been proposed by [4]. They sug- 138

gested a design that combines semi-supervised ML and DPI 139

of multi-classifier in SDN to classify streams into various 140

QoS levels. The classifier can modify the fast emergence of 141

network utilization and changeable flow features of a current 142

network by repeating re-training based on the changing traffic 143

database. Chang et al. presented offline and online traffic 144

analysis applications that relied on deep learning techniques 145

over an SDN testbed. They employed an open network flow 146

dataset with the seven most common applications, such as the 147

testing datasets and deep learning training [14]. 148

To address the forwarding challenges of SHE networks 149

traffic within Internet infrastructure, we propose novel pri- 150

ority management based on ML, and SDN. By controlling 151

the differentiated service and assured forwarding bits in a 152

packet header field to force desired priority for specific 153
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traffic. Therefore, SHE networks must have the highest traffic154

priority to guarantee a fast response by the people in charge.155

To speed up the passing of SHE packet flows over the Inter-156

net, the proposed task of the ML is to classify and identify157

incoming flow packets that are forwarded to the AI to make158

forwarding decisions. Then, the classified packet flow will159

be given the highest priority and QoS by the SDN controller160

to pass through the Internet devices depending on the AI161

decisions.162

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION163

Currently, Internet traffic suffers from greedy service appli-164

cations, such as multimedia streaming, network drivers stor-165

age, and real-time video games; are forcing the Internet net-166

work resources to the critical edge [15]. In the case of an167

emergency, it is necessary to prioritize network data traffic168

coming to and from SHE networks in the event of large169

civilian masses, disasters, and breakout pandemics to coor-170

dinate response and relief. Such as the case of COVID-19,171

the Internet traffic experienced an unprecedented demand for172

data forwarding, which caused critical congestion in Internet173

traffic networks. Therefore, an urgent need is raised for a174

system that controls giving precedence to the passing of175

emergency network data. Our proposal addresses this issue176

by prioritizing SHE network traffic, where data must be for-177

warded with high priority and QoS across different Internet178

infrastructure networks. The SDN networking technology is179

widely spread in different domains at the service provider180

levels which composes the current Internet infrastructure.181

Although, not all Internet infrastructures are applied to SDN182

technology. Therefore, we assume our proposal applies to183

those administrative domains that deploy SDN technology in184

their networking infrastructures. So, in the proposed system,185

the human decision-maker represents the network domains186

administrator that supervises the Internet and the special187

networks in a country uses the SDN networks, besides the188

traditional networking infrastructures.189

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed SHE networks architec-190

ture that consists of three main parts:191

• The Gateway and analytic servers.192

• The ML and Automatic Decision-Maker (ADM).193

• The SDN controller and OpenFlow Switches (OFS).194

To provide a clear vision of the suggested idea, we explain195

the task of each part with details in the flowing sections.196

A. GATEWAY AND ANALYTIC SERVERS197

The gateway is a pivotal checkpoint for data traffic on its198

way from or to other networks. It communicates and send199

data between Internet networks and service networks, that200

means the gateway provides access to the Internet and all201

IP networks. The incoming traffic is subjected to verify the202

priority and QoS based on the ML, ADM, and SDN to make203

decisions. When there is no information about the incoming204

traffic in the gateway and analytic servers, the traffic will be205

sent to the ML for classification. Then the classified data is206

FIGURE 1. Proposed SHE networks.

subordinated to make a decision by the ADM according to 207

the administrator policy. Whilst, in the case of information 208

availability of the arrived traffic flow to the gateway and 209

analytic servers, it will assign the required priority and QoS 210

without asking theML andADMbased on previous decisions 211

for that traffic flow. 212

B. ML TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION 213

Current traffic classification analysis relies on the packets 214

header content and payload to identify traffic flows. However, 215

the packet header involves sufficient information for traffic 216

flow classification. To perform our proposal for online and 217

offline traffic classification, we apply traffic flow statistical 218

set characteristics such as packet length, byte, bit accounts, 219

and packet direction. Modern applications aim to develop 220

encryption for higher privacy and security. These applica- 221

tions use widely known secure protocols such as SSH, SSL, 222

HTTPS, etc. Therefore, traffic flow classifications necessitate 223

an intelligently and efficiently analysis based on the bits cho- 224

sen from the packet headers rather than the entire field [16]. 225

Furthermore, the traffic subjects for examining can be treated 226

as a single packet or a flow (1st packet as a guider) to be 227

categorized. Thus, this points to adaptability in choosing the 228

labeled features and controlling the number of these features. 229

In our previous proposed algorithm mechanism FDPHI [16], 230

we performed traffic classification based on the bit account 231

of the arrived packet. Due to the widespread deployment of 232

applying IPv6 in Internet infrastructure networks, we focused 233

on the IPv6 packet header. Consider packets, bytes, and bits 234

statistics of the header, which hold sufficient information 235

to identify packets as unique identifiers for the application, 236

in addition to sequence-dependent of arriving packets. This 237
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FIGURE 2. Proposed ML For SHE algorithm.

process will give unique identifiers for the income packets238

flow. The FDPHI uses 1D-CNN to automate learning the239

most representative features of traffic flow classes as in Fig-240

ure 2 illustrates theML traffic classifier. The semi-supervised241

ML approach obtains its learning from both unlabeled and242

labeled datasets. The ML applies a large amount of unlabeled243

data with a small number of categorized datasets to feed244

the ML to classify the data traffic. The ML classifies the245

traffic flow that sequentially enters the classifier as an input246

of three columns matrix (packet number, packet direction,247

and bit position). Various portions of the unlabeled dataset248

were sampled many times for pre-training by the CNN to249

extract learned weights. These weights are used to re-train250

on labeled datasets to extract selected features of the flow.251

Our system extracts flow features from the header bits. Those252

features can be utilized as input parameters by the automatic253

decision-maker. In IPv6, the header bits are 320, as shown in254

Figure 3. The position and order of the header bits specify the255

deduced features of the data flow based on the chosen bits.256

That means the order of the selected header bits determine257

traffic flow characteristics. At this point, the ML classify258

traffic according to the elected header bits. The automatic259

decision-maker assigns the necessary priority to SHE traffic260

to be forwarded by the SDN controller via the underneath261

OpenFlow Switches (OFS)s.262

C. DIFFERENTIATED SERVICES BASED ON ADM263

The Automatic Decision-Maker (ADM) receives the classi-264

fied traffic from the ML that categorizes incoming flows into265

Security, Health, and Emergency traffic. TheADMprioritizes266

classified traffic to precedence levels according to network267

administrator policies by controlling the Differentiated Ser-268

FIGURE 3. IPv6 packet header fields and bits order.

TABLE 1. DSCP precedence level.

vices Code Point (DSCP) bits. Algorithm 1 illustrates the 269

procedure that is adopted to prioritize packets based on DSCP 270

bits (DS5-DS3) and drop probability bits (DS2-DS1) in the 271

suggested system. The field of traffic class (8bits) indicates 272

IPv6 packet priority [17]. It supports routers to manage the 273

traffic flow according to the packet priority. As congestion 274

happens on a network device, the packets with the lowest 275

priority level consider ‘‘routine traffic’’ or discarded. 276

By performing DSCP on our proposal, the DSCP is a set 277

of End to End (E2E) QoS abilities. E2E QoS is the capability 278

of the network devices to fulfill the service expected by a 279

particular network traffic flow from one end to another. The 280

IPv6 header is a fixed size of 320 bits, as shown in Figure 3. 281

Our algorithm focuses on the 8 bits of the traffic class field 282

that consists of a (6 bits) DSCP to handle priority packet 283

classification. The remaining (2 bits) are Explicit Conges- 284

tion Notification (ECN) precedence values divided into two 285

ranges: i) congestion control traffic and ii) non-congestion 286

control traffic [18]. 287

To describe how to set the DSCP values in QoS and the 288

relation between DSCP and IPv6 precedence. Table 1 illus- 289

trates the DSCP uses precedence bits where the three most 290

significant bits: DS5, DS4, and DS3 determine the priority 291

level. While (DS2 and DS1) set the drop probability. The 292

default value of DS0 is always zero. A network device priori- 293

tizes flow via class first. Later it distinguishes and prioritizes 294

the same class flow to three levels (High, Medium, and Low), 295

taking into account the drop probability. The DSCP model 296

does not define an exact definition of ‘‘high,’’ ‘‘medium,’’ 297
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TABLE 2. DSCP coding for defining AF classes and probability.

and ‘‘low’’ drop probability. Not all network devices meet298

the DSCP setting (DS2 and DS1); even though these devices299

recognize the DS2 and DS1, that does not mean the network300

devices trigger the same Per Hope Behavior (PHB) forward-301

ing activity at each node. Due to each device implementing302

its response based on its configuration [19]. To avoid the303

problem of triggering the individual PHB forwarding action304

at each network node, the SDN infrastructure in our proposal305

tackles a concrete solution to an Assured Forwarding (AF).306

Table 2 represents the DSCP coding for setting the AF classes307

alongside the probability of a packet. The AF is a means for308

differentiating service levels for IP forwarding assurances.309

Also, the AF per hope behavior ensures guaranteed band-310

width for an AF class and provides access to additional311

bandwidth, if possible. Classes 1-4 indicate the AF classes312

(as shown with red font in Table 2), AF1x to AF4x, and x rep-313

resents the probability drop (Low-01, Medium-10, High-11)314

as shown with green font. For each class, according to a315

network’s policy, flow can be picked for a PHB relied on316

demanded throughput, jitter, delay, packets loss, or according317

to the priority of the available network services.318

Algorithm 1 illustrates the procedure of differentiating319

and prioritizing traffic flows based on header field bits320

(bits 4 - 11). The classified traffic by the ML is input to321

the ADM to force DSCP Precedence Levels (DS5-DS3) by322

setting AF classes and drop probability. The SDN controller323

responds to these actions to order the OFSm and other OFSs324

to forward the prioritized traffic. Algorithm 2 explains in325

detail the forcing priority steps of assigning DSCP prece-326

dence levels and AF classes.327

IV. SDN CONTROLLER AND OPENFLOW SWITCHES328

Rising the new promising network technology of the SDN329

supports the Internet infrastructure to be more adaptable330

and flexible. SDN concept depends on separating the data331

plane (forwarding layer) from the control plane. The forward-332

ing layer comprises physical OpenFlow switches to deliver333

data efficiently. However, the control plane is served by an334

SDN controller to create flow tables, which has a compre-335

hensive seen to govern forwarding data across OpenFlow336

switches [20], [21]. Besides, in the SDN ecosystem, the pack-337

ets forwarding does not employ only the standard IP routing338

because it could use diverse mechanisms and algorithms339

to perform any task that is required to be executed by the340

algorithm.341

OpenFlow protocol is a popular protocol that connects342

the SDN controller and data forwarding devices. The Open343

Algorithm 1: Differentiate and Prioritize Traffic Flow

1 Input Classified Traffic Flow
2 Classified Traffic Policy
3 Check header field (bits 4-11)
4 if Traffic is SHE then
5 Determine the Highest Priority (Security, Health,

or Emergency) Policy
6 Assign DSCP Precedence Levels (DS5-DS3)
7 Set AF Class & Drop Probability (DS2 & DS1)
8 Go to Step 11
9 else
10 Routine Forwarding
11 Order SDN Controller to Schedule Class & Drop

Probability (AF)
12 Create or Update Flow Tables by SDN Controller
13 Send Flow Tables to OFSs
14 Forward Traffic Flow According to Priority Policy

Through OFSs
15 end

Networking Foundation (ONF) systematized the OpenFlow 344

protocol as the southbound Application Programming Inter- 345

face (API). The API is a software port and an open developing 346

model, allowing cooperation with other software parts. The 347

term API refers both to the implementation and specification. 348

That means the API describes how to build or link such a 349

connection or interface to each other. A network device that 350

fits these rules is said to perform an API [22]. 351

When the main OFS (OFSm) receives a packet, it checks 352

its flow table to send the income packet to the destination. 353

If the OFSm gets a match for this packet, it directly forwards 354

it to the destination. Otherwise, the OFSm contacts the SDN 355

controller about this packet to determine the egress port. 356

The SDN controller makes a decision concerning that packet 357

based on the classified and prioritized decisions by the ADM. 358

Then, the SDN controller modifies and updates the flow table 359

entries according to its vision of network topology and sends 360

the updated tables to the OFSm and other OFSs. The OFSm 361

governs the data traffic priority from/to the Gateway, while 362

the other OFSs manage the local networks’ traffic priority. 363

Figure 4 demonstrates the fields of the flow table that the 364

packets flow have to subject to be checked by the OFS. There 365

are three typical fields for entries a flow table: 366

1) TheMatching Rules field includes information policies 367

to be met with those in the arrived packets header, 368

metadata, and ingress interface. The ADM sets the 369

DSCP bits to force the packet to get the required pri- 370

ority, which is implemented by the SDN controller to 371

determine the E2E path with QoS that is defined by the 372

ADM. 373

2) The Actions field implements a set of directions and 374

instructions on the arrived packets through the OFSs to 375

manage how to reroute the matched data. These actions 376

are made by the SDN controller to order the OFS to 377
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Algorithm 2: Forcing Priority

1 Input Classified SHE Traffic Flow
2 Apply Traffic Policy
3 Change DSCP bits(DS5-DS1)
4 Class 1: Set DS3 = 1
5 for j=1 to 3 do
6 Set AF1j {Drop Probability}
7 end
8 Class 2: Set DS4 = 1
9 for j=1 to 3 do
10 Set AF2j
11 end
12 Class 3: Set DS4 & DS3 =1
13 for j=1 to 3 do
14 Set AF3j
15 end
16 Class 4: Set DS5 = 1
17 for j=1 to 3 do
18 Set AF4j
19 end

FIGURE 4. Flow table fields created by the SDN controller.

forward data traffic to the physical port, virtual port,378

or drop the packet.379

3) The Counters field gets the statistics (the number of380

packets, number of bytes, and the period of a specific381

flow.382

The Gate-Way (GW) and analytic servers are connected383

directly by links that transfer data from and to all the OFSs384

and the Internet networks. The GW serves as an access point385

to any IP networks placed outside the SDNnetwork. Also, it is386

a traditional tool that joins the SDN network to the Internet387

backbone. The GW operates based on standard protocols388

and policies. That is, the GW is not obedient to the controls389

and operations of the SDN controller. The SDN network is390

an innovative and dynamic technique for networking man-391

agement. In the SDN network infrastructure, performance392

depends on the SDN controller, which centrally watches the393

entire topology and scalability of the network [23]. In such394

FIGURE 5. She network algorithm.

a network, when the first packet of every flow arrives at an 395

OFS, each OFS must ask for rules for packet forwarding. The 396

SDN controller provides and updates the rules according to 397

ADM decisions. Moreover, the SDN controller determines 398

the appropriate actions to forward packets depending on the 399

priority specified by the ADM, which is governed by the 400

network administrator. In the case of emergencies, the SDN 401

network administrator observes and manages the network 402

performance by giving the highest priority decision to one 403

type of SHE traffic to pass via the network. Figure 5 summa- 404

rizes our algorithm steps to classify, force the traffic priority, 405

and forward the prioritized packets according to DSCP prece- 406

dence levels. 407

V. FORCED FLOW CONTROL PRIORITIZING 408

To give the required priority to SHE traffic, we need to 409

understand the meaning of traffic priority in a network by 410

simple words is that jump the waiting queue. Figure 6 illus- 411

trates the packet queuing delay in network devices (routers or 412

switches). Data packets are linked between network devices 413

to forward the packets for transmission. This process requires 414

income data packets to be queued and wait for serving by the 415

device. In general, the communication networks suffer from 416

several types of delay: i) Transmission Delay, ii) Propagation 417

Delay, iii) Queuing Delay, and iv) Processing Delay. The 418
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FIGURE 6. Packet queuing delay.

first two types are negligible due to their tiny values [24].419

However, the processing delay concerns the hardware of the420

network device. The software developer cannot manage the421

processing delay to control or reduce it; because the pro-422

cessing delay depends on industrial technology. The priority423

is related to the packet waiting time in the queue (Queuing424

Delay) to forward it to its destination. In an SDN, a developer425

can prioritize a specific packet or flow by jumping the queue426

by applying the highest priority and Assured Forwarding.427

Queuing delay has a considerable impact on the operation428

and efficiency of the network applications; it is reasonable to429

describe the priority based on assumptions of our proposed430

SHE traffic in the SDN network.The M/M/1/∞ model is431

more suitable for our system due to its focus on the fact that432

packet bits enter the network device interface sequentially.433

Therefore, we will apply queuing theory in the communica-434

tion network for prioritymodeling ofM/M/1/∞ : SP, where435

SP is the Scheduling Policy [25]. The transmission nature of436

packets’ arrival in a network flows Poisson process, where the437

arrival packet rate () defines the average number of events per438

unit time. The possibility of (n) arrival packets happening at439

the time (t) can be given by:440

Pn(t) =
λtn

n!
e−λt (1)441

The size of packets in our system is Markovian distributed,442

with expected packet length E[PL]. The system sends packets443

at a constant throughput rate R bps. So, the service time is444

exponentially distributed, which relies on the distribution of445

PL . The expected service time is E[S], and the parameter of446

the service rate isµ = 1/E[S]. Let us start with a two-classes447

priority system for simplicity, pij is the stable system proba-448

bility where i packets with priority 1 in the system and arrival449

rate λ1 with service rateµ1, and j packets with priority 2 in the450

system and arrival rate λ2 with service rateµ2. Based on these451

assumptions, a set of differential equations can be derived for452

the steady-state probabilities:453

λP00 = µ1P10 + µ2P01454

(λ+ µ1)Pi0 = λ1Pi−1,0 + µ1Pi+1,0455

FIGURE 7. SHE network simulation setup.

(λ+ µ2)P0j = µ1P1,j + λ2P0,j−1 + µ2P0,j+1 456

(λ+ µ1)Pij = λ1Pi−1,j + λ2Pi,j−1 + µ1Pi+1,j (2) 457

where λ is the aggregation of λ1 and λ2. The average number 458

of packets at the service facility (packet being served) repre- 459

sents the server utilization which is denoted by the symbol 460

ρ. A good queuing system has a property that the service 461

rate (µ) is always greater than the number of packets arrival 462

rate (λ) and the ratio (λ/µ) must be less than 1 for the stable 463

system, that is, (ρ = λ/µ) ≤ 1 . Generally, if there are K 464

preemptive priorities, then there are 2K classes of priority 465

equations. To measure the performance of such a system, 466

we should derive distinct 2K steady-state partisan producing 467

functions from the equilibrium equations. 468

Since we have an M/M/1/∞ : SP queuing system, E (n)
469

expresses the average number of class-n packets in the system 470

in a steady-state. In our proposal, in the case of R packet 471

classes, the SDN controller will prioritize SHE traffic against 472

the routine traffic, which is resumed re-serving from the 473

breakpoints. TheR packet classes can be expressed as: 474

E (n)
=

ρn

1− σn−1
+
λn
∑n

m=1 λmE
[
S2m
]

2(1− σn−1)(1− σn)
(3) 475

where σn=
∑n

m=1 ρn, ρn = λnE[Sn], and Sm is a Poisson 476

service time of a class-m. 477

VI. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND PERFORMANCE 478

EVALUATION 479

We performed and implemented our proposal by using the 480

Mininet simulator. Figure 7 illustrates the setup of our sug- 481

gested SDN network. The simulation design consisted of one 482

main OFS (OFSm) and four OFSs representing four network 483

domains (Security, Health, Emergency, and Routine) traffics, 484

each OFSwith three hosts. The SDN controller connects with 485

all OFSs as shown in Figure 7 via dotted lines as control links. 486

While the data trafficwith green links that link theOFSs to the 487

(GW and Analytic Servers) which connect the proposed SDN 488

network to the Internet networks. We applied our algorithm 489

on three flows representing the SHE traffic to show how it 490

controls the priority according to classes level and implicit 491
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FIGURE 8. Precedence levels used in QoS classes.

FIGURE 9. Prioritizing traffic based on selected flow.

class stages [26]. Figure 8 illustrates the precedence classes492

from the lowest to the highest priority (Class 1, Class 2,493

Class 3, and Class 4). Each class has three priority stages Low,494

Medium, and High. We injected four traffics representing495

SHE and Routine traffics to prove that the Low stage of a496

next class is assigned more throughput than the High stage of497

the previous class. For example, if we assign the Low stage498

of Class 2 to Security traffic that will have greater priority499

than all stages of Class 1, that if assigned to Health traffic.500

Whereas, if we set any level of Class 3 to Emergency traffic501

will take the highest priority than the Health and Security502

traffics. That means all stages of Class 3 have higher priority503

than all stages of Class 1 and Class 2.504

Figure 9 shows the result of the forced packet priority for505

different flows pass through OFSm. Initially, all the income506

traffic is non-prioritized, where the throughput of the four507

flows has been got almost equal bandwidth portions. How-508

ever, when a selected flow for specific data traffic is forced509

to have the highest priority, the throughput for this flow510

had around 75% of the total throughput. While, when we511

assigned equal and the highest priority for multi SHE flows,512

theOFSm will forward data packets for these flowswith equal513

bandwidth. The OFSm allocated approximately 65% of the514

FIGURE 10. Forced traffic priority for selected local flow.

FIGURE 11. Traffic flows routing comparison based on priority.

total throughput, due toOFSm handles packets fairly in terms 515

of queuing and serving time. 516

Figure 10 gives an example of forcing priority for selected 517

local flows of one network traffic (Security, Health, or Emer- 518

gency). We selected a Health traffic network as local traffic 519

flows to perform forcing priority within this network that 520

consists of an OFS and three users (H7, H8, and H9). Ini- 521

tially, OFS (OFS of Health) received the generated traffic by 522

H7 to be forwarded to H8 and H9 without forcing priority. 523

Then, we applied our proposed approach to force the OFS 524

to prioritize Class 1 traffic flow between H7 and H9 (High, 525

Medium, and Low) based on the DSCP bits. As can be seen 526

from Figure 10, the waiting time delay in the queue has been 527

reduced to around 55% by forcing the OFS to assign the 528

highest priority for selected traffic flow. This scenario can be 529

applied to the other local networks to prioritize their traffic as 530

desired. 531

Figure 11 compares the routing flows prioritizing based 532

on our proposed scheme, SDN routing rules, and standard 533
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FIGURE 12. Packet loss comparison.

routing. In this scenario, the Security network sends a traffic534

flow to Emergency networks via OFSm with three traffic535

routing schemes:536

• The traffic is routed based on ordinary routing (standards537

routing priority).538

• The traffic is forwarded based on the SDN rules such as539

ingress and egress ports of the OFSm.540

• The traffic is routed according to our approach depend-541

ing on the selected 8 bits of the traffic class field.542

The priority has been enhanced by using SDN rules with a543

reasonable value of waiting delay time. Although, the SDN544

provided a good priority improvement over traditional traffic545

priority of around 30%. While our proposal doubled the per-546

formance of SDNwhen implemented for traffic prioritization547

by 61% for standard traffic and 29% for SDN.548

Figure 12 compares packet loss of our proposal, SDN,549

and routine traffic flows. Although, the SDN provided a low550

packet loss rate compared with the traditional traffic. How-551

ever, it still lacks optimizing and enhancing the scheduling of552

packet forwarding that our proposed scheme achieves with553

the lowest packet loss rate. The lost packet value for the554

SDN hits almost %0.01, while our system recorded less than555

%0.005. This decrease in packet loss is due to assigning the556

forced priority for a specific flow.557

Figure 13 compares path availability for various traffic558

flow numbers. We generated three types of flows containing559

50 packets of each, representing different network traffic.560

Also, this Figure exposes the improvement of our proposal561

against the SDN and traditional flow forwarding priority562

scheduling. Moreover, the path availability decreases as the563

number of packets increases. This degradation in the system564

performance is due to increasing the waiting time in the queue565

and the service rate of the server. Although the SDN achieves566

better availability performance than the traditional system,567

our proposed system superiors on the SDN in path availability568

for traffic flows.569

FIGURE 13. Availability of traffic flow.

VII. CONCLUSION 570

The SDN concept has provided exceptional features to the 571

Internet networks infrastructure, such as reducing manage- 572

ment efforts, expediting flow forwarding, and facilitating the 573

amendment of forwarding tables. These features have led 574

to advancements in administrating networks performance. 575

Despite these techniques having been applied, the Internet 576

infrastructures still require imaginative thoughts to satisfy 577

the traffic demands of critical matters in disasters. In such 578

cases, the special network must have the highest priority to 579

forwarding data traffic to deal efficiently with emergencies 580

by forcing the highest precedence levels traffic flow for these 581

networks. Our proposal added a novel and creative touch to 582

the SDN network infrastructure by using ML and SDN to 583

achieve and control priority traffic flows management. The 584

ML classifies the income traffic depending on the selected 585

header bit statistics, which have sufficient information to 586

recognize packets as unique identifiers for a flow. Although 587

SDN provided acceptable performance compared to the tra- 588

ditional network, it lacked optimization and prioritization of 589

scheduling forwarded packets in critical situations. Our sys- 590

tem presented the ability to control and force traffic priority 591

as the network administrator policy. 592
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